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Formation for Mission

“Check out the Sacred Space in
www.magisdeo.org.”

“If we in this community don’t come

out from our own shells, we’re

BUGOKS (unborn

Hatchlings)!”

These were the resounding words

uttered by Fr. Arlo Yap, SVD, priest-

homilist and teaching resource person

at the June 7TH community celebration

held at the Layforce, in connection with

his talk on Stewardship and Blessings.

The talk, it was observed by many,

appropriately presaged and buttressed

the formal launching of the Community’s

fund drive.

In pointing how members of the

community can really live up to the name

Magis, Fr. Arlo delved on the three

convictions on which Stewardship is

based. The first is that every good

thing comes from God. And that since

God is the giver of life in all its forms;

He too, is and should be the taker of

life.

Human beings used to be whole in

body, mind and soul but because of sin,

the human spirit is being drained. Fr. Arlo

likened the situation to a bottle filled with

water, the latter slowly being drained as

a result of a leak in the bottle.

Thought-Provoking Talk on

“Stewardship and Blessings”

WELCOME

MAGIS 93!
Magis 90 sponsored the marriage

encounter weekend held last June 20-22,

2008 at BLD Convenant House,

Dasmarinas, Cavite, with the spiritual

direction of Fr. Allan T. Abuan, and with

Cesar/Marivic Pareja and Mhon/Jacqui

Buenaflor as presenting couples.

The 18 newly encountered couples of

Magis 93 to be shepherded by Ramie and

Mimi Santos are:  Memel/Anna Alviar,

Dennis/Anamae Ancheta, Nhel/Joi

Cayeta, Randy/Rose Ilagan, Archie/Vangie

Lazaro, Ronnie/Paula Llorando, Ed/Cora

Manuel, Elmer/Lourdes Mendoza, Ver/Joy

Nunag, Zix/Carla Olario, Anthony/Lyn

Salazar, Arvin/Jo Santos, Ricky/Trixie Sun,

Mel/Elms Tanglao, Joy/Issa Tongol,

Bombom/Joie Vicencio, Rene/Bing

Viernes and Mike/Margie Yambao.

continue on page 2

Making a Difference to 200 Boys

During an eye medical mission in

Payatas which Jet Quimel had an

opportunity to participate in, parents

asked if a “libreng tuli” could be given

to Payatas boys.  Having done the same

a few years earlier with Magnificat

BCGG and a parish-based group for

some depressed communities in

Barangay Holy Spirit, Quezon City, Jet

knew exactly what to do and promised

her best to conduct one come summer

of 2008.

Under the auspices of the Outreach

Ministry of Magis Deo (MD), Jet

requested for help from MD members

and drug companies.  The latter’s help

was crucial because aside from the

medicines during the operation, the

project intended to provide the boys with

complete medication for the seven-day

recovery period.  The solicitation aimed

for enough medicines for 200 boys.

Leading drug companies –

AstraZeneca, Johnson & Johnson,

Pascual Laboratories, Ritemed, Roche,

United Laboratories, Triple S Medical

Distributor and Vita Option – readily

responded.  Vita Option is owned by

Pete & Elo Nabong of Thessalonians.

continue on page 13

The root of all sinfulness, he added,

is our selfishness, as we tend to play

like God. It was only when Jesus came

into our lives to save us that human

beings became whole again.

continue on page 6

Fr. Arlo Yap

(Or, How to Avoid Becoming “Bugoks”)
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June 7 Sat. Community Celebration
Lugaw para sa

Magis
By Levy V. Espiritu

The Magis Community Celebration

held last June 7 at San Carlos Lay Formation

had two simultaneous fellowship activities

namely: the Raffle Draw of Magis 90’s Bente

mula sa Puso (the fund drive for the June

MEW for ME93) and the “Lugaw para sa

Magis”, a salu-salo event.

“Lugaw para sa Magis” was a kick-off

activity to signal the celebration of the

twenty years (20) of Magis via a fund raising

event.

For a token donation of P100 per bowl,

one got to enjoy the sumptuous lugaw meal

concoction prepared by Tita Flor Pison. It

was basically a labor of love as Tita Flor

brought in two big containers (bandehado)

of the lugaw along with specially prepared

individual packs of tokwa’t baboy complete

with various condiments.

The members of the community, with

their children in tow giddily lined up to get

their bowl serving of the delicious lugaw.

The Magis Youth readily assisted in

manning the food counter from the

collection of the pre-sold meal stubs to the

portioning of the lugaw.

Around 120 bowls were served with

more asking for second servings, but the

two containers that were earlier brought in

filled to the brim were practically cleaned

out. Even our priest celebrant Fr. Arlo Yap

was not anymore able to arrive in time to get

his share of the “lugaw”. I know of at least

three other persons who were not able to

taste the now famous “Lugaw” and that is

me, Roxanne and Tita Flor.

Nevertheless, having seen the joy in

everyone’s faces and with the excitement

that the salu-salo has created was more than

worth the depravation we had experienced

that afternoon.

“Lugaw para sa Magis” was a simple

event that was more than just a start off

celebration of our 20 years of Magis, but it

was also a depiction of our four (4) S’s.

The second conviction cited was that

God blessed all His people and gave us gifts.

Because of this, the human person is

somehow bound to maintain a grateful

heart. As Fr. Arlo put it, “buti na iyan, kesa

wala” (or, better to have something than

nothing). We need to improve on whatever

the Lord has given us, and should bear in

mind that the more regular and sincere we

are in thanking Him for our blessings, the

more we will receive blessings. This is

especially true if we always acknowledge

the very Giver of gifts.

And as Fr. Arlo put it, “Anyone who

thinks, thanks!”

Finally, for the third conviction where

Fr. Arlo, believes many in organizations

including Magis Deo, could be guilty of

non-conformity is: If you’re blessed, then

comes tithing (giving a tenth of what you

earn).

Tithing was likened to pump-priming a

well with a little water (equivalent to the

tithe) to ensure that the flow of abundant

water (equivalent to God’s blessings) will

be more regular and steady.

Fr. Arlo believes that most if not all,

members of the community will readily agree

to, if not are already upholding and living

the first two convictions. However, it is the

third and last conviction where many may

be hesitant or adamant to practice. It is in

the third conviction that many can be guilty

of falling short of expectations.

Fr. Arlo advised the audience to give

tithing to the community that helps them,

which in this case, is Magis Deo. Community

members will recall that it is from this

community through its various spiritual

formation programs, where marital

relationships have been strengthened,

family bonds reinforced, and experience of

the Lord deepened. Therefore, aside from

tithing, community members are supposed

to be helping the community through regular

monthly payments of membership dues. A

quick look at the monthly chart showing the

remittances of the BCGGs is proof that not

all the groups are able to be at standard.

It was in this light that Fr. Arlo enjoined

the audience to fully and actively support

the Magis Deo fund drive which coincides

with the community’s 20th year of formal

existence and which was launched shortly

after the teaching by Levy and Roxanne

Espiritu,  Magis Deo chaircouple.

continue from page 1 ( Throught  provoking...)

A labor of love for Flor Pison who pre-

pared the lugaw.

Pia serving Escosias

ME 90 held MEW Fund drive: Bente Mula

sa Puso

Four Ladies: Tina, Claire, Charito, Glo

Blessing of the June celebrants

by Fr. Arlo Yap.
continue on page 5
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 Fr. Ruben M. Tanseco, S. J.

Sunday Homily

June 22, 2008

Ruben M. Tanseco, S. J.

DO NOT BE AFRAID!
No less than three times did Our Lord

tell his apostles in today’s Gospel reading

not to be afraid. (Mt. 10: 26-33). “Fear no

one.” (v. 26). “And do not be afraid…” (v.

28). “So do not be afraid…(v. 31). How can

we miss the point that for as long as we

accept and commit ourselves to God’s love,

there is absolutely nothing to fear!

In God’s design for mankind, the

spiritual core of every human person is

meant to be love.  And the lifelong process

of actualization is nothing les than the

growth and perfection of one’s love. This is

the primal and ultimate law of God, as we

have known in all the four Gospels.

As described in their classic work,

Healing Love. How God Works Within the

Personality by psychologists E. Shostrom

and D. Montgomery, this love from one’s

spiritual core radiates into four affective

polarities: love, anger, strength, and

weakness. An actualizing person can

express these polarities according to what

is needed and appropriate. For instance: love

as compassion for our poor fellowmen; anger

as confrontation with caring toward

violators of human rights; strength as

courage under persecution; and weakness

as humility and vulnerability.

But all this is easier said than done.

Practically all of us in some way or other

experienced forms of basic anxiety,

insecurity, and fear when we were growing

up. It could come from a number of factors –

like not feeling loved enough, affirmed, etc.

To cope with this, a person could develop a

coping or defense mechanism in order not

to feel hurt again. This happens when one

“gets stuck” in any one of the four affective

polarities as a way of feeling secure and

acceptable. Fear at one’s core, not love.

One who gets stuck in the strength

polarity is what our authors call “the Striving

Christian.” He/she is forever busy and

constantly on the go. “Isn’t it a great virtue

to burn oneself out for the kingdom of God?

Don’t we praise the person who weathers

every storm, overcomes every temptation,

and always has the victory?” The burden of

perfectionism, coming from one’s inner core

of fear.

Another can get stuck in the weakness

polarity, “The Helpless Christian.” He/she

suffers from infantile and dependent

behavior, and sees God as the Great Rescuer,

and so stays helpless and continually waits

for God’s help. Or one is overwhelmed by

the bigness of God and one’s smallness that

“there is nothing else to do except sit

shaking in one’s boots in his presence.” Fear

paralyzes growth.

On the other hand, the person who gets

stuck on the anger polarity is “The Critical

Christian,” habitually blaming and attacking

others as a way of not being hurt, which he/

she must have suffered from in the past.

“Being hurt is the Critical Christian’s greatest

fear.”

Lastly, the person who gets stuck in the

“love” polarity is “The Compliant Christian,”

forever pleasing and placating as a way of

being acceptable to others. “What one does

not see is that in living up to everyone else’s

expectations and demands, one sacrifices

one’s own individuality and originality.”

Thus, the process of actualization is a

liberation from being stuck – from a core of

fear to one of love. To love, to stay in love,

and to grow in love.

And the authentic role-model of a fully-

actualized Christian is none other than the

human Christ himself. Let us single out just

some incidents in his life:

Love: Compassion. Christ cures the sick

and feeds the five thousand (Mt. 14: 13-21);

he raises to life again the widow’s son (Lk.

7: 11-17).

Anger: Confrontation With Caring. He

drives away from the temple the money-

changers and sellers who were taking

advantage of the poor (Mt. 21: 12-17); he

strongly denounces the Scribes and

Pharisees in no uncertain terms (Mt. 23: 13-

39).

Strength: Courage. He is most calm and

fearless before Herod and Pilate (Lk. 23: 1-

12), and before the Sanhedrin (Mk. 14: 53-

65); he carries the cross with loving heroism

till the very end (Lk. 23: 26-46).

Weakness: Humility. Christ’s Agony in

the Garden (Mt. 26: 36-55), and his total

vulnerability. “My God, my God, why have

you forsaken me? (Mt. 27: 45-50).

When everything is said and done,

Love Conquers All. Do Not Be Afraid!

(The Jesuit Vocation Promotions Team

invites male college students and young

professionals to a Vocation Seminar. It will

be held on July 13, 2008, Sunday, 8: 00 AM to

5:00 PM at 2/F CLC Bldg., Ateneo de Manila

University, Q. C. For more details, please

contact the Jesuit Vocation Promotions Office,

tel. 426-6101, or mobile no. 0917-537-8487, or

e-mail at sjvocations@jesuits.ph. You can also

visit the website of the Philippine Jesuits at

www.jesuits.ph.)

Pay forward, not backward. This way, we increase the number of recipients of something good.

Shepherds can be one’s gabay (in front of the sheep); kasabay (side by side with the sheep); or, alalay (at the back of the sheep

providing support).  Shepherds, however, can and should not always be the sheep’s gabay, kasabay and alalay as the sheep will become

overly dependent on the shepherd.

“Do not be afraid”: phrase cited more than 365 times in the Bible. Therefore, we have the Lord with us everyday or 365 times  a year.

EXCERPTS FROM FR. ARLO’S HOMILY

continue from page 1 ( Throught  provoking...)
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EDITORIAL

Staying connected
Last week’s “Something to think

and pray about each day this week” in

Sacred Space was about lifting our

minds and hearts to God in the midst of

competition – advertisements tempting

us to “buy, buy, buy!”, the latest gadgets,

daily TV fare, movies, sales in the malls,

etc. Sacred Space suggests that we

take control of our minds and hearts and

filter all distractions so we can pay

attention to our experiences and notice

the Lord in our lives and in our formal

prayer periods. For after all, as St.

Augustine tells the Lord, “our hearts are

restless till they rest in you.”

How can we stay connected to the

Lord? Where and how can we meet

God? Where does God reveal Godself?

We all know that God is revealed in

Sacred Scripture and we all try our best

to pray regularly on the Scripture

passages of the day. We may feel

consoled or disturbed by the Bible

passages depending on our disposition.

But perhaps we have forgotten that

God has revealed Godself first in

creation, in nature. For example, those

who have taken their retreat in Sacred

Heart Novitiate cannot deny that they

have been touched by God just by

sitting under a tree or looking at the sun’s

rays streaming through the leaves of the

balete tree or feeling the gusty wind as

they relaxed on the bench. Another

retreatant, taking a walk in Ateneo,

soaking in the sight of the field and the

trees, suddenly felt one with all of God’s

creatures and was filled with deep

gratitude to God.

Perhaps we have our own

memories of being touched by God in

nature. Have you ever been so

absorbed by the vast expanse of the sea

that you forgot yourself and whatever

was making you anxious? Have you ever

experienced feeling down and watching

a glorious sunset somehow made you

feel God’s constant love? If so, you are

truly blessed. Those are moments of

grace that will stay with you for a long

time.

What about our children or

grandchildren? How connected are they

to nature? Do they marvel at a flowering

tree as they pass it on the way to

school? Do they notice the rainbow

after a storm has passed? If not, maybe

we are not providing enough

opportunities for our children to really

experience nature. And we are just as

guilty as they are in making them

disconnected by filling their lives with

the latest technological gadget or

spending every family outing at the mall.

Fr. Ruben’s teaching in this month’s

community celebration reminds us of

how disconnected we may have become

from nature and perhaps from each other

as we allow ourselves to be distracted

by all our gadgets and preoccupations.

While we recognize the benefits of

technology, we can overuse it to the

detriment of relating personally with

each other, with nature and even with

God.

Being in touch with nature allows

us to experience one of the humbling

and fundamental truths of our faith – that

God is our creator and we are his

creatures. We are not masters of the

universe, God is. We are united with

God’s creation and we are its stewards.

When we loose touch with nature,

we are closing one of the channels of

God’s revelation. We are limiting the

flow of God’s grace. We begin to think

we are the center of the universe and

can manage without God. Do we really

want this for our children?

As parents and grandparents, we

need to be strong and courageous to

be the examples for the young.  We need

to go out of our way to create more

opportunities for our children to be in

touch with nature, to relate more

personally with us, with each other and

with God.  And perhaps, our youth may

find within our Christian faith, a

spirituality that will truly touch their

hearts.             - by Tina Mossessgeld
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With the realization of the

community’s financial goal of P1.5M,

which Fr. Arlo believes can even be

doubled, the community can provide

more responsive service. This is what

he calls the trade-off of tithing. And

when there is grateful and responsible

use of God’s gifts, then there is what he

considers Christian Stewardship.

In conclusion, Fr. Arlo dwelt on the

three levels of Stewardship:

1- Ordinary – giving one’s time,

talent and treasure (e.g. helping make

the ME weekends, the recent “lugaw”

fund drive truly successful);

2- Extraordinary – going out of

what’s outside or beyond the Ordinary

level;

3- Legacy – when one gets

outside of one’s comfort zone, as in giving

till it hurts.

Many members might just be

exercising the first level, thinking that this

is enough. He feels that there may just

be a few who are into the second level

and probably, the third. Fr. Arlo enjoined

the audience to aim for the third level by

practicing Magis, or being More for God,

not to wait for the right time to be and to

do so, and hence, to come out of our own

shells. As he stressed, if we don’t come

out of our shells, we’re bugoks.

continue from page 2 ( Throught  provoking...)

Revisiting the Marriage Encounter Weekend
By Tony and Bambi Narciso, M.E. Ministry Council Overseer

Before Magis Deo, the Marriage

Encounter series that Fr. Tanseco gave

was called “ Alpha Omega”. It simply

was a weekend for couples who

wanted to enrich or make a good

marriage better!

    In 1986, there was a call by

some ME graduates for Fr. Ruben to

give regular teachings for graduates of

ME couples who did not belong to a

community.  After informal sessions at

Santuario de San Antonio and

Layforce at San Carlos, the group was

organized in 1988 into an ME

community called “Magis Deo” which

means “More for God.”

This year, we celebrate our 20

years of Magis Deo. We  reflect on

the past years and we answer the

following questions;

1. What binds us together in our

community?  What is our

common thread?

2. How have we grown-

spirituality?

3. How did we find God?

4. How have our joining Magis

impacted our family

Bambi & I took our Marriage

Encounter Weekend (MEW) in

August 1983 in Villa Adelaida,

Tagaytay, Ping and Josie Sison,

Pompoy and Marilen Dinglasan were

our presenting team together with Fr.

Ruben Tanseco,S.J.  Our class was

called Delta III.

Yes, it is been 25 years from that

memorable August weekend, and

we’re very thankful & fortunate that

our friends Dodi and Sylvia Caniza

never stopped calling us.

There was no turning back, we

began our spiritual journey, and for the

past 25 years, Magis has been our

faith family, our “refilling station” in a

busy world. We are grateful for many

teachings, retreats and various

formation programs that have helped

us grow as a couple, and as a family. 

Today we are blessed with many

Magis friends.

The common thread that binds us

is the Marriage Encounter Weekend. 

It has been our entry point in Magis

Deo Community, and the MEW is our

outreach.

We have scheduled only four

MEW this year and there are still so

many couples who can benefit thru this

encounter.  All it takes is a phone call,

a visit, an invitation for coffee from

you to recruit couples for the

weekend.

There are still two (2) Marriage

Encounter weekends for this year; 

Aug 22-24 and November 14-16.  Its

never too late to start!

Meantime, prior to the Mass and

teaching, Community Services Ministry

Chair Rey Mella announced the names

of 16 members who were awarded the

Tree Adoption certificates: Cruz,

Pestano, Reyes, Santos, Parada, Del

Rosario, Tumbocon, Abis, Tumaliuan,

Panlilio, Canoso, Dimanalata, Espiritu,

Sta. Maria, Lubguban, and Fajardo.  The

members were given the certificates by

the La Mesa Dam Eco-Park

Administration, to mark the tree-planting

activity conducted during the annual

community picnic-outing held last month

at the Park. - by Arajr.
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The auxiliary couples from Magis 90 shepherded by Levy and Roxanne Espiritu were: Eugene/Ethel Araullo; Wilson/Merlene Chua;

Audie/Rosy Cortez; JayR/Leila Leccio; Milo/Nita Monte; Flor/Mely Peralta; Dodo/Jon Sta. Maria; Resty/Anna Tongol; and, Mon/Ting

Yupangco, the Lead Coordinating Couple.

The administrative couples are Ike/Josie Llamas, and Eli/Edith Prieto as the Ministry Couple.

Magis 90 wishes to thank the community for supporting us through the candidates they sent to the weekend, for their donation, their

prayers, and for their all-out support in helping with the success of the weekend. – by Roxanne Espiritu, ME90 Shepherd

cont. from page 1( Welcome Magis 93! )

LLLLLOOOOOVE, PEAVE, PEAVE, PEAVE, PEAVE, PEACE and JOCE and JOCE and JOCE and JOCE and JOY Y Y Y Y : A Magis 90 Service Offering

“Love is something that you give it

away…” is the opening line of the song

“Love, Peace and Joy”, now a favorite action

song among us 10 auxiliary couples of Magis

90.

Love, peace and joy was what Magis 90

shared with Magis 93, the new ME class in

the recently concluded marriage encounter

weekend held last June 20-22, 2008. The past

three days have been all about the auxiliaries’

generous outpouring of love, promoting an

atmosphere of peace and spreading joy to

the 18 participant-couples.

Love and dedication were evident in

every task that was undertaken by all the

couples that were part of the weekend. No

job was too small nor too big as each

willingly lent a hand with a smile. Couple

power was at its best as you see couples

side by side performing their chore.  The

Secretariat room might have been the

busiest room in the BLD Covenant House

but it was certainly the happiest place to be

in amidst the orderly chaos. The rest of us

were either making cut-outs while listening

to the talks inside the Secretariat, praying at

the Vigil room or devising better ways to

speed up the completion of the directory,

palancas and graduation kits. There was

always virtually a production line of sorts

every time you walked into the room.  There

was no idle moment for these hardworking

auxiliaries.

Peace and prayers were ensured all

throughout the weekend, as each couple

readily trooped to the vigil room on its

assigned time. Every couple would take

turns in pounding heaven for prayers for

the participant-couples as well as for the

presenting team. Even a month before the

weekend, the members of Magis 90 already

adopted a 9:00 am prayer time, storing up

enough spiritual reserves that sustained us

all through the weekend. Just as we started

with a prayer, we also ended the weekend

with a group prayer and a song that we

lovingly dedicated to one another.

Joy and gladness was in everyone’s

hearts each time the group would enter the

conference room to render songs for the

participants. Little did the candidates know

that we would even quietly rehearse the

actions of the song along the corridor while

we waited for our cue to enter the room.

Surely, there was love, peace and joy

spread out in every nook and cranny of the

Covenant House that no amount of weather

disturbance dampened the spirit of the

weekend.

Our hearts were filled with love, peace

and joy knowing that the Holy Spirit had

indeed worked Its wonders among the 18

participant-couples, using the wit and

wisdom of Fr. Allan, the inspiring life

testimonies of Cesar/Marivic and Mhon/

Jacqui, the dedication of Ike/Josie to the ME

Ministry, the commitment to service of Eli/

Edith Prieto, and most especially, the

enthusiasm and devotion of all the auxiliary

couples of Magis 90. We are but instruments

of God, so abundantly blessed, to have had

the opportunity to witness His works this

weekend.

Love, peace and joy……..share them,

spend them, give them away and they come

right back to you!!!!

ME Class 93, June 21, 2008 at BLD Covenant House, Dasmarinas, Cavite. The new class shepherds are Ramie and Mimi Santos.

ME90 Auxiliaries Singing in front of ME93 class

Levy and

Roxanne

Espiritu,

Shepherd

Couple of

Magis 90

 by: Levy and Roxanne Espiritu
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Where was God During the ME93 Weekend?Where was God During the ME93 Weekend?Where was God During the ME93 Weekend?Where was God During the ME93 Weekend?Where was God During the ME93 Weekend?
A reflection of Dodo and Jon Sta. Maria, Magis 90

What was amazing in the ME93

weekend was seeing God’s hand in every

aspect of the ME. As servants, we were

humbled knowing that the Lord has honored

all our efforts.

He touched the hearts of the couple

candidates as we saw their transformation

into more loving & sharing couples. We

cannot help but be awed by the movement

of the Holy Spirit every time we stood up in

front to do our action songs, invite the Holy

Spirit & sing our love songs.  We witnessed

couples animatedly dance the action songs,

moved into tears as we sang Come Holy

Spirit, become more tender with each other

as they listened & sang our love songs. We

felt God’s presence as we shared the joy of

the participants in our songs.

Who will not be amazed with how the

Lord gave Eugene Araullo the inspiration,

energy & strength in weaving his magic with

his laptop & finishing the printing of the

class directory.  It became more evident when

the typhoon came & caused a blackout.

Everyone was praising God and the untiring

dedication of Eugene so that by Sunday, we

were looking for what more we could  do.

God is good!

God was present in Ethel Araullo’s

angelic & heavenly voice as she serenaded

the participants & inspired them during the

Reconciliation rites.

We know God was in the conference

room as JayR Leccio stood hawk-eyed

making sure that all the things needed by

the candidates were attended to promptly

and seeing to it that the conference room is

ready after every session.  Because God is a

God of order. Leila, JayR’s spouse was

inspiring as she took charge of leading the

action songs with great enthusiasm livening

up the participation of the candidates.

We are humbled when you see Wilson

and Merlene Chua do the most ordinary

things like asking for participants’ names at

the registration table, helping in arranging

name plates inside the conference room or

even just sorting out the pages of the

souvenir program.

We wonder at the energy of Resty

Tongol as he rings the bell consistently on

time & with such zest that you think he is

using an electric bell. Anna Tongol was a

revelation in her willingness to lend a hand

POSTSCRIPTS FROM THE AUXIES: MAGIS 90POSTSCRIPTS FROM THE AUXIES: MAGIS 90POSTSCRIPTS FROM THE AUXIES: MAGIS 90POSTSCRIPTS FROM THE AUXIES: MAGIS 90POSTSCRIPTS FROM THE AUXIES: MAGIS 90

Here are some of the exchanges among

the members of the Magis 90 auxiliary after

the ME weekend:

Eugene/Ethel Araullo - We can’t help it

but the memory of the weekend keeps on

coming back…over and over and over

again.  The  leadership and dedication of

our shepherds inspire us to keep on going.

Thanks po for the your guidance, your care,

your ready support and your prayers. We

thank the Lord for you.

Wilson/Merlene Chua - We had a nice

time with the group. This is our first

experience serving the Lord. It was fun and

tiring but it was our group that made this

event enjoyable and memorable for us.

     JayR/Leila Leccio We really felt

God’s greatness in everything we did during

the ME weekend. Serving the Lord is a great

opportunity to express our sincere

dedication to serve the community.

Congratulations to Magis 90 and a warm

welcome to Magis 93. God bless us all. (Leila)

JayR & I felt so happy with the outcome of

the weekend retreat. It was really a great

opportunity given to us by our Lord to be

part of Magis 90.

Milo/Nita Monte - Thank you for the

love you shared with us. It was a blessed

day in our MEW. We felt God’s presence

and guidance by the Holy Spirit. We did our

to all, from the registration table to the

secretariat, helping out with the Palanca

Letters and even volunteering her laptop.

All these are by the power of the Holy Spirit.

God’s provision was very evident in the

very solicitous caring and timely serving of

meals by the food committee of Milo and

Nita Monte. You see the servant hearts of

Audi and Rosy as they personally brought

ME Class 90 Auxiliaries with sheperds Levy and Roxanne Espiritu, BLD, June 21, 2008

Happy Room

ME93 This is the day that the Lord has made

Eugene and Ethel Araullo made

the nice ME93 Directory

cont. on page 12

cont. on  page 15
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YOUTH CORNER

By Angel Pestano, Magis Youth (18 years old)

Individualism

Individualism - A big word

especially for the youth. Nowadays,

different stores selling shirts, sandals, cell

phones, bracelets, and even slippers pop

out of malls because of individualism. They

believe so much in themselves – the

owners – in their “new” or “original” ideas.

These people make use of it for profit,

which is also the common trend today

because of the crises happening around

us. As a result, more machines are made

to meet the demands and therefore add up

to global warming.

People these days act as if everything

is about them. Just like the celebrities on

T.V. This is because of the ego. In our

psychology class, ego is the part of self

that makes up one’s self. The one that

demands the WANT of the individual. If

one looks at reality, we really don’t need

stuff like jewelries, new clothes, and latest

fashion trends. We don’t need them… WE

WANT THEM!  And it’s all because of

the “individualism” that we feel. WE

WANT to be different, we want to stand

out. It’s all about the “I”.

Unfortunately, we develop the “I” due

to society, the people around us. In truth,

all ideas that we think are original from us

are not that. There are billions and billions

of people on earth and it’s not impossible

for two people to share the same idea. It’s

just that one is fortunate enough or has the

resources that make him/her able to share

or spread the idea.

Moving on to politics, even them, great

leaders have what they call their advisers

so it all makes sense that when they make

a decision, it is not that “I” that does it but

the opinion of these people as a whole.

A person cannot be made an individual

all by himself. It is by the people around

him that he learns and comes up to have a

self-concept. Scientifically, a child will not

learn how to talk unless he is taught how to.

Anyway, graft and corruption even

during the time of Jesus is evident. But now,

because of the want, the dictation of others,

the selfishness – it all has made these

problems more crucial. It allows the people

to further make the person aware of his

ego, to learn more of the wants of the self.

Looking at the generation today, I can

see how the struggle for individualism is

very much experienced. Owning an

IPOD, high-tech phones, having “good”

fashion sense – all these are strived for to

make others see how the self is.

Honestly, material things are not what

make a person – it’s the inner self that does.

It’s the self’s own spirituality, beliefs and

specially understanding of freedom and

independence that creates the image you

want to achieve.

(Angel Pestano is the daughter of

Djarn Pestano of Sirach BCGG, and has

written her thoughts relative to chapter

2 of the book “Jesus Today”. She is 18

yrs. old and is a 2nd year college

student at UP Baguio taking up

Communications. She is a bookworm,

very active in outreach programs and

very artistic..  — ed.)

Mhon and Jacqui Buenaflor shared

that with God in their midst anything is

possible.

Father Allan Abuan guided the

candidates and put everything in

perspective that marriage is a gift and

must be nurtured. It is God’s way of

building his kingdom on earth. Married

couples are the foundation of God’s

domestic church.

The cooperation and joyful working

together of the auxiliaries, the happiness

in the couple candidates after the

weekend and their pledges to invite other

couples showed God was present the

whole time.  God be praised!

cont. from page 7 ( Where was god )

Angel Pestano with her mom Djarn last

year's Maundy Thursday Recollection

or transferred food in different tables to

ensure second helpings. Every meal was

appreciated, just like God’s blessings.

Mely Peralta made use of her God-

given talents as she arranged the flowers

she solicited for the romantic dinner and the

mass.

Dodo and Jon Sta. Maria (that’s us)

assisted in all areas where they can help after

making sure all funds are collected and

accounted for, fostering community spirit.

Mon Yupangco was a pillar of

leadership directing activities and assisting

wherever he can while not neglecting his

task of ringing the bell for each activity.

Directional signs put up by Mon were very

much appreciated, like directions going to

the Lord. A job he performed with relish.

Ting, wife of Mon, with her organizational

and creative talents made most tasks easy

and enjoyable. With their youth, they

imbued the whole weekend with

camaraderie and fun. After all, the Lord

wants happy and joyful people.

Levy and Roxanne Espiritu

orchestrated the whole activity from

inception to graduation providing

inspiration and spiritual leadership, They

kept all of us grounded in the Lord. They

would do the most ordinary things

themselves like fetching auxiliaries for

the songs showing humility in service.

They were shepherds in every sense of

the word.

Ike and Josie Llamas together with

Eli and Edith Prieto showed how caring

our God is through them. The presenting

couples, Cesar & Marivic Pareja and
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SCENES AND SIGNS OF FAITH

By Clyde Abapo

          Christian Values
Here is a list of personal traits and values

which I should practice as a Christian.  Some

are gifts from God while the rest are borne

out of my conscious effort and desire to

exercise them as situations arise:

Love, faith, patience, humility, simplicity,

stewardship

Love – the best way to express our love for

God is to love our neighbor.  Love requires

action and sharing of our time, sharing our

effort especially to the poor and those in

need. Up to this time, my focus of love and

care is toward my family. My neighbors are

those people I know, friends and business

acquaintances.  Magis Deo’s program of

outreach is a good start for developing a

genuine concern for our less fortunate

brothers.

Faith – never in my life have I doubted the

existence of God. My mother used to say:

All the good things that happen in your life

comes from the Holy Spirit. This belief has

remained in me and through the years I can

feel His presence in people and in situations

I encounter.

Humility – I always feel that I practice this

trait but I can’t measure how people look at

me. We glorify God when we humble

ourselves.  Here’s an example of why we

should be humble.

This was a conversation overheard when I

was an Engineer Trainee in our Operations

department. The Operations Manager,

Operations Assistant and a Senior Engineer

were talking about a newly hired

Management Trainee, an MBM graduate

from AIM:

SE: Why is management giving so much

weight on MBA degrees?

OM:  Okay lang yan, may MBA din ako

– Manager By Accident.

SE: Bago ako naging Professional

Mechanical Engineer, tinapos ko ang

dalawang degrees: BSME at BSEE. I  am also

almost finished with my degree in Electronics

engineering.

OA: My friend, ang galing mo naman,

you have more degrees than the

thermometer.

 Simplicity – I look at life simply. In my work

habit, I want things done the simplest

possible way. It is easy for the workers and

saves time. I’m comfortable with fish and

vegetable prepared the ordinary way. If not

for business reasons, I don’t see a need for

cell phones and computers.

Stewardship – I would like to direct this trait

to my physical self.  Actually I am contented

with my physical attributes and there is no

need to change the color of my hair nor

undergo body and skin enhancement. .It’s

enough for me to be healthy and physically

fit to perform my role and function in the

family. As I take care of my body, I also take

care of my spirit to be real and true to God.

Patience – I believe this is a gift from God.

School required a lot of patience and

perseverance on my part, and so was job

hunting, trying my luck in every opportunity.

Married life is a mixture of love, patience

and understanding. Nowadays, I find if

difficult to be patient with nagging

reminders, abusive jeepney drivers, snaking

motorcycles, stubborn sidewalk vendors

and undisciplined workers. Maybe age has

caught up with me.

Thru Dr. Trina Trio, niece of Jet,

doctors from PGH volunteered their

services.  All are members of the UP

Mu Sigma Fraternity & Sorority.

Nursing student Benjo Dizon invited his

other nursing student friends from

various schools to provide assistance to

the doctors.  MD volunteers took care

of registration, sterilizing the equipment,

giving the post-op medicines, guiding the

boys and maintaining order.  MD

volunteers were Jun/Ellen Coronel and

Chito/Vicky Babaran (Magnificat),

Marcia Balderas and Doy Dizon (Arch.

Gabriel), Cathy Rafael (Agnus Dei),

Atoy/Malou Apo and Danny/Vicky

Mendoza (ME87) and Percy Castañarez

(DOC).  Isaiah, led by Mary Lou Albert

almost came in full force bringing

sumptuous lunch and so did Daisy de

cont. from page 1 ( Making a difference )

Guzman, Outreach Ministry overseer,

who brought snacks. Financial donations

also came from Agnus Dei, Arch.

Gabriel, Ignatians and Magnificat.

The activity was held at the Fr.

Angelo Fallardi Clinic in Payatas.  The

clinic staff not only allowed the entire

clinic to be used for the project but also

provided lunch for the volunteers.  It was

a big help that the area where the

operations were conducted was big

enough to accommodate 12 patients at

a time and was also air-conditioned.  It

was also heart warming that a young

doctor from Payatas, Dr. Precious

Relles, just showed up and offered her

services.

The project met its target of 200

recipients.  At some point, the medical

team worked without any break to speed

up the queue.  No words can fully

capture the feeling of the boys’ anxiety

while waiting in line, going thru the agony

of the operation, finally dressing up and

walking very carefully out of the

operating room looking spent.  But

somehow, one could see a sense of

accomplishment in their faces as they

went out to the applause of the other

boys still in line and back to the

welcoming arms of their family

members.  The sense of accomplishment

was also true in our case as volunteers.

It was a day worth more than the time

and effort that we gave. It was great

simply knowing that we had a hand in

an important chapter in the boys’ lives.

Our bodies may have been tired but our

spirits were refreshed.

Clyde with

daughter Kim

Abapo

By Lito S. Quimel, Magnificat BCGG
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By Rey Mella, Cana BCGG

SPIRITUAL TIDBITS AND HUMOR

I rooted for the Boston Celtics. And

I read an article where a sports analyst

talked about Doc Rivers, coach of the

Boston Celtics, and how he has put his

players in a position where they don’t

make mistake and that that’s part of the

coach’s job. I wondered if God wants

us to be in a position where we cannot

commit sin since God has given us the

ability to make choices. Perhaps, the

only way we cannot make mistakes is

to be in constant communication with

Him and to be always in His fold.

Life is indeed about making the right

choices. And, more than doing things right,

it is about doing the right things.

I am always reminded by a quote

from some anonymous person – The

only thing that stands between a

person and what they want in life is

the will to try it and the faith to

believe it possible!

We went to the Harana of the most

recent ME Weekend only for the

purpose of supporting our friends who

we sponsored to the weekend and other

friends who attended the weekend. We

got more than what we went there for.

We got to listen to Fr. Allan Abuan talk

about the last part of the weekend. Some

of the things I got reminded about were

couple power, being a couple for others,

our vocation and mission, the call to be

part of the community, the openness to

give, about receiving and giving back and

about doing more for God.

It actually led me to account for my

life at that particular point. I have been

on this earth for 51 years, have been

married for 24 years, and have been a

member of the community for 14 years.

And, while we have been auxiliaries at

an ME Weekend for 4 to 5 times, we

got truly involved for the last 3 years only.

I know this is not enough and I have to

do more. I will have to account for my

life when the reckoning comes. Being

prepared for the accounting is enough

inspiration for me to do well and to do

more.

I went back to my notes and

reflections on the day, two months ago,

when I was apprehensive and anxious

about telling my former boss, a really nice

person, of my decision to resign from

the company. In my notes, the reading

of that day was about Jesus saying

‘Peace I leave with you; my peace I give

to you. I do not give to you as the world

gives. Do not let your hearts be troubled,

and do not let them be afraid. Rise, let

us be on our way.’ The reflection notes

for that reading said, ‘Even when in fear

or anxiety, we are safe because we

belong to God. In that is our peace.’

During that same decision-making

process, I called my friend Paul one

night. I realized I haven’t talked to him

for a month. During the brief phone

conversation, we both shared what was

going on with both of our lives. He

mentioned about a phrase from

Ecclesiastes. Paul is a good Catholic and

a much more educated Christian than I

am. He shared with me about

Ecclesiastes 3 as it affects his life and

his perspectives. “To every thing there

is a season, and a time to every purpose

under the heaven.” If it His will, it will

happen. If not, so be it. I took that as a

queue…

A woman is in coma in a hospital

and about to die. She goes up and meets

with God.  She asks God if she is dead.

God says, No, you have another 30 years

to live.

The woman wakes up from her

coma, eventually gets discharged from

the hospital.

As soon as she got of the hospital,

she is so happy, she decides to celebrate

and really give it all. She gets a face lift,

gets lipo suction, goes to a saloon, gets a

haircut, make-up, all the works. Then,

when she crosses the street after the

job is done, she gets hit a truck, dies on

the spot.

 Meets with God, and she asks Him:

Thought you said I had another 30 years

to live?

God says: Was that you? I didn’t

recognize you!

part with love. We felt serving our Dear

Lord Jesus Christ as one family.

Dodo/Jon Sta. Maria - We had a

wonderful time serving the Lord with you

during the ME weekend. It was a joy serving

with you and Levy. We really had a

marvelous time with you and the group this

weekend and I consider it as God’s advance

birthday gift to me (Jon). Thanks also for

the thoughtfulness last night – the ride

home. We really appreciated it. Have a God

blest day.

Resty/Anna Tongol  - It was an awe-

inspiring experience. We really thank God

for the opportunity to be of service to others

and return the blessings we have received

during our MEW a year ago.

Mon/Ting Yupangco -The experience of

serving the Lord and the couple candidates

during the last MEW was very challenging

and fulfilling.  We had fun organizing it

together with a wonderful team of auxies led

by Levy and Roxanne Espiritu.  Everybody

was very cooperative and very passionate

with their work. The Holy Spirit

was indeed present in and outside the

conference room, which made the

MEW truly a success.  Super high pa din

ako…it was really a great experience serving

the Lord with you and the entire team.

continue from page 7 ( Postscript )

Rey and Lucy always bring their children

to the Community Celebration
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SIRACH’S  FAMILY  DAY !SIRACH’S  FAMILY  DAY !SIRACH’S  FAMILY  DAY !SIRACH’S  FAMILY  DAY !SIRACH’S  FAMILY  DAY !
By Danny and Charito Dimayuga, Sirach BCGG

 ”All work and no play makes Jack a dull

boy.” And to prove that Sirach is not like

Jack, we all literally did just that - PLAY!   

On June 1, 2008 (Sunday), we started off

with an 11 a.m. buffet lunch at the TAKAAKI 

Seafood Restaurant at the HK Sun Plaza

on Macapagal Avenue.  Sumptuous “eat-all-

you-can”  for P199.00  less senior citizen’s

discount! 

With heavy stomachs, we proceeded

to the MUSEO PAMBATA, with no less

than the president of the Museo, NINA

YUSON as our tour guide.  DYARN

PESTANO and her brood of 3, plus

BONG and EMMA PUNSALAN, who came

with their battalion of  3  children, 2 sons-

in-law, 8 apos and 1 yaya,  certainly made

up for all of us who had no tag-alongs!  Being

an interactive museum, it gave everyone a

“hands-on” experience to try out how to

stencil,  wall climb safely, ride the “tramvia”, 

use the chop sticks and many more!  Not to

be outdone by the Sirach kids, the “young

once” did an impromptu Igorot dance

performed by FERDIE JOSON

and RONNIE AMBE,  as JEAN played the

gong to the delight of everybody at the

native musical instruments section. 

Learning about kalikasan was fun,  including

photo shoots inside the “imburnal”!  Off-

limit sections were opened by NINA for us,

including the inner sanctum of her office!

 But what was truly touching was the

art exhibit  made by the squatter children. 

On the left side of the ”street” were rows of

square corrugated boxes, stocked up 5 to 6

high, with cut out flaps that had pictures

inside those flaps.  The pictures inside those

little “windows” showed their living

conditions - how they sleep packed in a

room, their cramped up and untidy living-

dinning rooms and how they manage to eat

together,  their homes cum sari-sari store,

etc.  On the right side of the “street”, 

they made their dream houses.  With the

same brown carton boxes as raw materials, 

they made GK-looking houses with beds,

cabinets, decorated walls, etc. and painted

the houses with bright colors too! 

Obviously, many can dream but but only a

few can make things happen. Like many are

called but few are chosen, may You give them

opportunities and direction Lord,  to improve

their lot in their spiritual, educational and

material needs.   

 Great fun in learning for the young and

old, this Museo Pambata.  Check it out and

make sure to go in groups for greater fun! 

Thank you Lord , for giving SIRACH the

opportunity to appreciate our culture, our

people and our country which we take so

much for granted. 

Thank you for the wonderful day of

“togetherness” spent with YOU and family!

Sirach BCGG members at Museo Pambata

The brightly colored “dream houses” made

by the same kids!

The present squatter homes as made by

the children of the informal settlers. The

“windows” show pictures of their living

conditions inside the homes.
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Jul - Sep 2008Jul - Sep 2008Jul - Sep 2008Jul - Sep 2008Jul - Sep 2008

NORTH SECTOR

1.Magnificat & Agnus Dei

     Nilo & Malou Santamaria 0927-

9947946

     Cathy Rafael  0906-3706310

2. Mustard Seed & Archangel

Gabriel

     Philip & Malu Panlilio    632-6598

     Doy & Becky Dizon    0919-2109130

3. Isaiah 66 & Beatitudes

     Monchet & Marylou Albert   0918-

9332324

    Rey & Nette Arceo     0921-7761900

CENTRAL SECTOR

4. Sirach & Psalm 46 &

Thessalonians

    Danny & Charito Dimayuga  0920-

901758

    Leony & Mia Parada 0917-8564099

    Art & Grace Santos (0917-8877969)

5. Corinthians/Sothel & CIA /

Wisdom

     Arnel & Bernie Isip 0920-4009664

    Tony & Bambi Narciso    0917-

8945172

6.  Micah 6:8 & Samaritans

     Rey & Nitz Eslava    0917-2714636

    Leony & Mia Parada 0917-8564099

SOUTH SECTOR

7.  Kapatiran Kay Kristo & Cana

     Fred & Cora Buenaventura 0917-

5244883

     Joey & Maricel Suarez    0917-

5383437

8.   Emmanuel & John

Gene & Leony Escosia 0917-

5443217

Fil & Maryanne Alfonso 0920-

9043419

9.   Jeremiah & Genesis

Clyde & Patchot Abapo     838-

8553

Eli & Edith Prieto    820-5496

10.  Philippians & House of David

Rudy & Lyn Ebardo   0918-

9910217

Ike & Josie Llamas 0917-8934005



BIRTHDAY CELEBRANTS

JULY 2008
1 Rey Arceo Beatitudes

2 Mary-Lou Albert Isaiah 66

Julie Torres Philippians

Edna Pestaño Psalm 46

Jupe Garalde ME Class 91

Mariz Rosit ME Class 91

3 Juv Palaje ME Class 92

4 Felix Brawner Sirach

6 Laney Ricohermoso Kapatiran Kay Kristo

Tony Ancheta Mustard Seed

7 Tony Narciso CIA/Wisdom

Grace Santos Thessalonians

Joy Rago Agnus Dei

Bing Abenis ME Class 92

8 Celia Echivaria ME Class 87

9 Zeny Sanchez ME Class 91

Bambi Yap ME Class 91

10 Vic Reyes CIA/Wisdom

Pio Prieto ME Class 87

Mars Cuevas ME Class 91

11 Olive Ng ME Class 86

Pio Echivaria ME Class 87

12 Mel Esparagoza ME Class 90

13 Leo Dumlao Ignatians

15 Jet Quimel Magnificat

17 Resty Tongol ME Class 90

18 Arnel Isip Corinthians

19 Dolly Llamas Beatitudes

Percy Garcia ME Class 85

21 Seb Debuque ME Class 87

22 Benny Vistan Samaritans

Rudy Claudio House of David

Garry Prieto ME Class 90

23 Ed Macalalad Emmanuel

Grace Catangay ME Class 92

25 Doy Dizon Arch. Gabriel
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MAGIS DEO COMMUNITY

CALENDAR OF ACTIVITIES FOR THE MONTH OF JULY – SEPTEMBER 2008
July

01 Sector & Ministry Heads Meeting-4 Magis Deo Office Magis Deo 426-7191

05 Community Celebration (Sat) San Carlos Lay Formation Center M.E./CANA/THESSALONIANS

09 Council Meeting Magis Deo Office Magis Deo 426-7191

12 Mid-Year Review CLC building Magis Deo 426-7191

12-13 Shepherding 2 (Free) CeFam MEFP 426-4206

26-27 Prayer Deepening Workshop CeFam – Seminar Room 1 Tony Arevalo 0917-3245000

Tina Mossesgeld 0917-6272952

29 Sector & Ministry Heads Meeting-5 Magis Deo Office                 Magis Deo 426-7191

August

01 Community Celebration (First Friday) San Carlos Lay Formation Center SSFM/K3/PHILIPPIANS

06 Council Meeting Magis Deo Office Magis Deo 426-7191

9-10 Shepherding 1 (Free) CeFam MEFP 426-4206

16-17 Spiritual Direction Follow-up Workshop San Carlos Lay Formation Center, Rm.1 Magis Deo 426-7191

22-24 MEW (ME Class 94) – P3,000/couple                BLD Covenant House Cavite Ike/Josie Llamas 821-0639

September

02 Shepherds & Ministry Heads Meeeting3 Santuario de San Antonio Parish Office Magis Deo 426-7191

05 Community Celebration (First Friday) San Carlos Lay Formation Center OUTREACH

PSALM 46/ MUSTARD SEED

10 Council Meeting Magis Deo Office Magis Deo 426-7191

5-7 SDR – P3,500/couple Canossa, Tagaytay MEFP 426-4206

12-14 ME – 2 St. Scholastica, Tagaytay MEFP 426-4206

13 Couples’ Night Macapagal Avenue. Leony Parada 912-0049

19-21 AIR Sacred Heart Novitiate Joy Uy-Tioco  0917-8166745

Suni Rodriguez 0917-9274750

30 Sector & Ministry Heads Meeting-6 Magis Deo Office Magis De0 426-7191

BIRTHDAY CELEBRANTS

JULY 2008

26 Carlos Pizarro Corinthians

27 Mayenne Cayabyab ME Class 83

28 Jing Tumbaga ME Class 92

29 Beh Cordero Cana

Bernie Isip Corinthians

31 Feast of St. Ignatius

Josephine Guzman Beatitudes

Jun Deacosta Disciples of Christ

Ian Alon ME Class 92

MAGIS DEO COMMUNITY

WEDDING ANNIVERSARIES FOR THE MONTH OF

JULY 2008

1 Tony & Lynne Arevalo Disciples of Christ

2 Pete & Elo Nabong Thessalonians

4 Jojo & Jane Aldeguer Mustard Seed

Jimmy & Fatima Umali Magnificat

9 Mond & Lucille Lining ME Class 91

10 John & Glo Boren Agnus Dei

Dennis & Joy Rago Agnus Dei

Gary & Krissy Jamora ME Class 92

11 Claro & Linda Santos Agnus Dei

Dewey & Chona Chua Magnificat

Vicente & Victoria Babaran Magnificat

18 Ed & Tatic Castillo Cana

19 Tony & Excel Ancheta Mustard Seed

21 Bing & Vikki Brillantes Cana

22 Ferdie & +Lyn Cruz Beatitudes

Tony & Benny Vistan Samaritans

27 Manolet & Suni Rodriguez Micah 6:8

28 Edwin & Jing Tumbaga ME Class 92

31 Doy & Becky Dizon Arch. Gabriel

Dodo & Jon Sta. Maria ME Class 90


